
FALLS
cause deaths 

and
serious injuries

“Preventing Slips, Trips, 
and Falls 

in the Workplace”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction – Gail, SSRSBAsk, has anyone ever been injured from slipping, tripping or falling  ?  The last in-service I participated in with our custodians, someone fell in the doorway coming into the session.  The tripped over the base of the door separator.  In my school board, so far this year, we have had 4 employees from our Operations Department that have been injured on the job from slipping, tripping or falling.  That’s almost 20% of our injuries that we have reported to Workers Compensation for this year.  We have had one employee off for almost 2 years recovering from her injuries sustained from falling on a slippery floor surface and recently it was determined that she will never be able to go back to her job with us.  Someone in my office fell about while carrying an armful of files documents, and a glass of water.  She tripped over a box in the hallway that she didn’t see.  The funny thing is that she had just walked around it 2 minutes before.  But she was preoccupied with conversation, her arms were full and she was rushing to get back to her desk.  She was getting ready for important meetings for the next week and ended up missing them.  She was off work for almost 2 weeks, had glass lodged in various parts of her arms and hands, and is still receiving physiotherapy for her other injuries.  PLAY BUCKET VIDEO.



In the news…

“A 58 year old man died 
shortly before noon Friday 
after falling off a house 
roof in Ottawa's east end.”

“While washing the floor in a 
doorway, a worker slipped on 
the wet floor and fell.  The 
worker was wearing a ring, 
which caught on the striker 
plate of the door, severing 
his finger ”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few headlines you can read in any newspaper daily in Canada.Slips, trips and falls happen in workplaces every day, and they can cause serious injuries, but are often not as high on the priority list as they should be when if comes to accident prevention and on-the-job health and safety.  An average slip, trip or fall costs an employer $2,000 in direct compensation costs, and a total of $22,000 with indirect costs.  They are a costly hazard not to ignore.According to the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, approximately 60,000 workers are injured each year due to trip, slip and fall accidents.  This is about 20% of all the injuries….and about 75% of those people are injured bad enough to require time off work to recover.  Some never recover and the results are devastating. In a province like Ontario, about 20 people die per year due to falls in workplaces.  Last year, 4 workers in Nova Scotia died from injuries sustained from falls.  



In the news…

“A 58-year-old is man is 
dead after a fall Tuesday at 
a construction site in Leduc.  
Shortly before noon, the man 
was working at a condominium 
complex when he fell four 
metres from a loft to the 
floor below.”

“A young Saskatchewan 
construction worker died 
recently when he tripped 

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slips, trips and falls happen in workplaces every day, and they can cause serious injuries, but are often not as high on the priority list as they should be when if comes to accident prevention and on-the-job health and safety.  An average slip, trip or fall costs an employer $2,000 in direct compensation costs, and a total of $22,000 with indirect costs.  They are a costly hazard not to ignore.According to the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, approximately 60,000 workers are injured each year due to trip, slip and fall accidents.  This is about 20% of all the injuries….and about 75% of those people are injured bad enough to require time off work to recover.  Some never recover and the results are devastating. In a province like Ontario, about 20 people die per year due to falls in workplaces.  Last year, 4 workers in Nova Scotia died from injuries sustained from falls.  



Let’s look at this…

SLIP:  A sliding motion where 
the foot loses traction with the 

floor, ground or surface 
resulting in a loss of balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slips happen when the there is not enough traction or friction between your foot and the walking surface, and you lose your balance



Sudden changes:

 A dry to a wet or oily spot
 A change in floor surface
 Unsecured rugs, carpets or 

other types of flooring
 Improper footwear for 

conditions
 Weather conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slips are most commonly connected to a sudden change in surface conditions requiring split second changes. Such as stepping from:Tell about the last time I stayed in a motel – marble door jam. During each step our center of gravity shifts from our rear foot forward.  Depending on what is underfoot at this critical point, we could be in for a slip.



Let’s look at this…

TRIP:  Involves a loss of balance 
when the natural movement 
of the foot is interfered with 

momentarily.

“…have a nice trip…!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trips happen when your foot hits something in the path and you loose your balance.  This often happens when there is a change in the walking surfaces like a step, crumbling surface, uneven flooring, or when objects are left lying in the walkway. 



Trip Hazards

 Obstructed view
 Clutter in the way
 Poor lighting
 Curled or wrinkled floor mats
 Worn stair treads
 Cables, wires, hoses
 Uneven surfaces, cracked sidewalks
 Footwear in poor condition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of causes of trips are:



Let’s look at this…

FALL:  A drop in height of the 
human body

“…see ya next fall…!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Falls happen when body movement shifts the body too far off the center of balance.  Any slip or trip may end in a fall.  
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How Falls Happen

Falls from the same level
- follow slips or trips 
- openings, holes, ledges, docks
- unsafe surfaces (exposed rebar)

Falls from heights
- stairs
- furniture being used improperly or broken
- unprotected heights more than 3 metres (10’)
- stools, ladders, scaffolds, 
elevation equipment

- or unsafe surfaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Falls from slips and trips are known as “falls from the same level”, and statistics show that 60% of all falls happen on the same level.  Falls from a height such as falls from ladders, roofs, down stairs or from jumping to a lower level make up the remaining 40% of fall incident.Although falls on stairs are not as common as slips, trips and falls on the same level, they have the potential to cause a more severe injury.  Stairs should be well lit and people using stairs should have one hand on the handrail (entering and exiting school buses in particular.)How many times have you climbed onto the nearest chair or table to reach a height?  Everyone is in a rush and doesn't have time to get a stool or ladder to climb on.  The key to preventing falls is having the proper equipment available such as approved (CSA) ladders and stool and using them properly.Unsafe Surfaces includes:(exposed rebar)



Prevention!!!

- Mind on the task!!!
- Eyes on task!!!
- Not Being In the 
Line of Fire!!!

Losing our Balance, 
Traction or Grip!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major source of unintentional injury is that the person does something he or she neverintended to do in the first place.  It is difficult to blame the hammer or someone else when you hit your own thumb or blame the chair or someone else when you stub your toe.There are usually 4 critical errors:Mind on the Task – think about what you are thinking aboutEyes on the Task – not looking before we move our feet or body.  Without looking, we lose the ability to adjust or react as events occur (one of our best defenses to minimize injury).  Think about times when you adjust your pace or stride when you see ice.  Being in the Line of Fire – Placing ourselves in dangerous zones is like is like reaching into the car while someone else slams the door shutLosing our balance, traction or grip – 



Prevention!!!

Rushing
Frustration
Fatigue
Complacency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rushing – going faster than you are accustomed to.  The risk of going a little faster results in significant increase in the odds of getting hurt.  Put the odds on your side, and opt for not getting the work done as fast. Frustration – When things are not going well for you and your emotions are running high.  You may be working on to loosen and nut and start using force, jerking on a wrench and it slips of the nut causing you to lose your balance.  Your frustration can fog clear thinking that maybe using some penetrating oil would protect your safety.  Fatigue – for many reasons, we are all simply tired.  Unrestful sleep, overtime at work, high energy, warm temperatures, medications, or a whole host of things can cause fatigue.  It is important to recognize when you are in this state as your mental alertness and motor skills diminish.  It is like driving the car when we are tired, we convince ourselves that we can keep going, which is a mental error, and then have trouble keeping the vehicle in the centre of the road (problems with our motor skills).  The next thing we know, we’re hitting the shoulder of the road.  Complacency – when we become numb to hazards.  We see complacency everywhere, especially when we’ve been doing the same tasks over and over.  



Prevention!!!

Housekeeping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good HousekeepingCleaning spills immediately and using warning signs until floors are completely dryMarking spills and wet areas with the appropriate warning signs until the area is properly cleaned. Removing obstacles from walkways and always keeping them free of clutterPlacing colored stripping to identify walking and working areas, and making users aware that objects should not be place in these areasInspecting floor coverings to ensure that they are not damagedSecuring (tacking, taping, etc.) mats, rugs and carpets that do not lie flat.Always closing file cabinet or storage drawers and doorsAvoiding or covering cables that cross walkwaysKeeping working areas and walkways well letClearly marking changes in walking surfaces, by placing warning signs or painting the floor to highlight the difference, or placing an object (such as a potted plant) to draw attention to the changeEnsuring that stairways, emergency exits and corridors are kept clear



Prevention!!!

Flooring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reduce  falls give conscious thought to the:Type of finishes used on floorsCleaners and polishersType of floor materialsCleanliness of floors and efficiency of spill clean upChange in surface textures and heightsWet spotsLoose particlesObjects left or protruding into waling areasAccident statistics collected from fifty-two schools over a four year period found that falls on ice and on wet floors, also known as falls from the same level, occurred more often than falls on stairs or falls from heights.Anti-slip flooring can be purchased and should be considered in new or renovated buildings.  Permanent anti-slip coatings are available that can easily be painted onto semi-porous surfaces.Non-skid strips are available in various sizes and should be used on stairs, steps, ramps and areas that are usually wet.  The right cleaning product for the type of flooring should always be used.  Improper cleaning products can deteriorate the non-slip properties of flooring, and they can cause sheet flooring such as linoleum to lift at the seams, causing a trip hazard.  Polishes and cleaning agent that produce the maximum natural traction should be used. These will vary with different types of surfaces.When finishing a floor, it should be recommended that anti-slip products in the acrylic finish blends be used.High speed burnishing to make floors shine must be done according to manufacturer’s directions.  Use of oil, wax, silicone and glycerin products may result in extremely slippery floors.  Tracked in salt and calcium can alter the anti-skid character of may floor finishes.  This is a major winter problem.



Prevention!!!

Footwear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be logical:Determine your risksAdd your own safety criteria – look for proper code or symbolsSelect comfortable footwearTake care of your footwear & your own feet		      		The latest edition of CSA’ s Protective Footwear standard, Z195-02, broadened the workplace applications the standard addresses.  This standard is recognized by provincial regulators and referenced in legislation in many provinces across Canada. It outlines testing requirements for toe impact, metatarsal (the part of the foot between the ankle and the toes) protection, electric shock resistance, static dissipation and sole flexing.  The classes of protection are symbols that are marked on the outer side or the tonght of the right shoe.  Chemicals – if you handle corrosive or irritant chemicals, you may want to consider a shoe with the tongue attached to the sidesSlippery floors – there are no real non-skid shoes.  On clean dry surfaces, a smooth sole adheres better than a sole with treads.  On soft surfaces, such as snow, large treads are effective.  On slick and wet surfaces, look for soles with a medium tread pattern as the treads will break up the liquid filmMetal filings – soles that offer the best protection from metal filings on floors are made of Vibram, Dynatread or Crepe Welders or foundry workers can add coverings over shoes to protect from burning splatters and from laces on catching on fireJumping & uneven terrain – delivery personnel that receive shocks to heels and ankles may need shock absorbing heels and low cut ankle protection.  If the risk of ankle injury is greater, use a high cut boot that covers the ankle, but they are not effective if not tied.  Hot floors can be avoided with heat-insulated soles and cold conditions can be avoided with liners, insulated overshoes, ankle muffsWet floors – except leather, all soles are water resistant, but rubber footwear may be needed in very wet environmentsSafety footwear are a little stiffer than regular shoes, especially with toe and sole protection.  But they should not be uncomfortable or hurt.  Safety footwear has come a long way and some can be mistaken for regular shoes.  Your feet must not feel any uncomfortable pressure once they are tied or fastened.  A few helpful hints:	-	avoid models too narrow or too wide.  They must adapt the shape and size of your foot to avoid painful pinching	-	avoid models that have too low or too narrow toe caps.  If you can feel the toe caps with your toes, they may become unbearable in time	-	buy models that have little or no decorative strips or seams that may bother you	-	make sure they are CSA approved and not knock-offs	- 	consider using shock-absorbing insoles if walking or standing on hard floorsAeration is important to ensure the perspiration from your feet is drawn away.  Bad aeration causes foot temperature to increase, and softens and swells the skin.  This promotes micro-organisms, cracks and blisters, not to mention nasty odors!The best breathability is footwear made of finished full-grain leather, the classic yellow it is very permeable to perspiration.Avoid synthetic leather, avoid leather treated with plastics, avoid disposable liners.  Flexibility – Walk around in your new shoes, select a model supple enough to stretch according the variation in feet during the day.  Weight – If shoes are too heavy, it increases fatigue and needless effort.Fit:Walk in new footwear to make sure it is comfortableDo not expect footwear that is too tight to stretchShould have ample toe room (12.5 mm from front)Make allowances for extra socks or special insertsShould fit snugly around heel and ankle when laced upLace up fully.  High cut boots provide support against ankle injuriesShould grip heel firmlyAsk for a doctor’s advice if proper fitting shoes are not available. Care:Use protective coating to make footwear water resistantInspect footwear regularly for damageRepair or replace worn or defective footwear



Prevention!!!

As a Supervisor…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A good stepladder with a railing system or step stool can be easily stored nearby.Ladders are needed, however falls from ladders often result in serious physical injury.  Anyone who uses a ladder should know about the various risks involved and how to prevent injury from falling.Step One, Inspect the ladderStep 2: Climbing a ladderStep 3: Saying on a ladder



FINAL THOUGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give some thought to what you and others have to walk on.Clean up spills or repair damaged flooring immediately.Pick objects up off the floor.Keep drawers closed and work areas clean and tidy.



FINAL THOUGHTS
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Presentation Notes
When coming inside, check your soles for gravel, leaves, mud and ice which reduce you traction - wipe your feet on mats.Inspect your footwear regularly for wear and damageLace up, close up footwear properly to prevent ankle injuries



FINAL THOUGHTS
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Presentation Notes
Shorten your stride to keep the center of balance underneath you bodyMake wide turns at cornersSlow down to react to changes in traction.Use hand railsWatch where you are going



FINAL THOUGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AVOID:  Running - walk insteadChanging direction quicklyCarrying materials that obstruct you viewWearing sunglasses in low-light areas
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